Abstract. Inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) heating is known to distort the electron distribution function in laser-plasmas from a Gaussian towards a superGaussian, thereby modifying the equations of classical transport theory (Ridgers et al 2008 Phys. Plasmas 15 092311). Here we explore these modified equations, demonstrating that super-Gaussian effects both suppress traditional transport processes, while simultaneously introducing new effects, such as isothermal (anomalous Nernst) magnetic field advection up gradients in the electron number density n e , which we associate with a novel heat-flow q n ∝ ∇n e . Suppression of classical phenomena is shown to be most pronounced in the limit of low Hall-parameter χ, in which case the Nernst effect is reduced by a factor of five, the ∇T e × ∇n e field generation mechanism by ∼30% (where T e is the electron temperature), and the diffusive and Righi-Leduc heat-flows by ∼80 and ∼90% respectively. The new isothermal field advection phenomenon and associated density-gradient driven heat-flux q n are checked against kinetic simulation using the Vlasov-Fokker-Planck code impact, and interpreted in relation to the underlying super-Gaussian distribution through simplified kinetic 5 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. analysis. Given such strong inhibition of transport at low χ, we consider the impact of IB on the seeding and evolution of magnetic fields (in otherwise unmagnetized conditions) by examining the well-known field-generating thermal instability in the light of super-Gaussian transport theory (Tidman and Shanny 1974 Phys. Fluids 12 1207). Estimates based on conditions in an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) hohlraum suggest that super-Gaussian effects can reduce the growth-rate of the instability by 80%. This result may be important for ICF experiments, since by increasing the strength of IB heating it would appear possible to inhibit the spontaneous generation of large magnetic fields.
Introduction
Accurate prediction of transport phenomena, such as the flow heat and advection of magnetic fields, is essential to the success of long-pulse (100 ps-10 ns) laser-plasma experiments, including those at the National Ignition Facility [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Typically, electron transport is modelled using magnetohydrodynamic fluid equations closed with Braginskii's classical transport theory, under the assumption that-at time t and spatial r and velocity v phase-space coordinates-the isotropic part f 0 (r, |v|, t) of the electron distribution function f (r, v, t) is approximately Gaussian: specifically, f 0 ∝ exp (−[v/v T ] 2 ), where v = |v|, v T = (2T e /m e ) 1/2 is the thermal velocity, T e is the electron temperature in energy units, and m e is the electron mass [1, [11] [12] [13] . However, for laser intensities in the range 10 14 -10 16 W cm −2 (characteristic of long-pulse experiments), heating is dominated by inverse bremsstrahlung (IB), a mechanism which distorts f 0 away from a Gaussian by preferentially transmitting energy to slower, more collisional m ) plotted for a range of m and normalized to n e /(π 1/2 v T ) 3 . Notice the reduced number of high energy (fast) electrons in the v > 2v T tail of the super-Gaussian distributions (m > 2) when compared to the usual Gaussian form (m = 2).
electrons. Indeed, under these conditions the isotropic part of the distribution function is better described by a super-Gaussian f SG , i.e. is the gamma function for x ∈ R + , while α e (m) and C(m) ensure that f SG is correctly normalized to yield the requisite number density n e and energy density U = Table 1 . Example values of the super-Gaussian transport coefficients for χ = 0, showing their variation with increasing m (as calculated from the expressions of Ridgers et al [14] discussed in appendix C). The subscript ' ' notation is described in section 2.
temperature is uniform, specifically isothermal q n ∝ ∇n e heat-flow, and associated anomalous Nernst advection of the magnetic field. In particular, we demonstrate that transport is strongly affected by IB in the limit of low χ, suggesting that the super-Gaussian theory may be most relevant to the seeding and evolution of magnetic fields in otherwise un-magnetized conditions. Since part of our motivation is to relate the new phenomena to the underlying super-Gaussian distribution function, we supplement our discussion with both kinetic analysis and numerical simulation (using our Vlasov-Fokker-Planck (VFP) code impact [23] ) in section 3.
Knowledge of the dual consequences of the extended theory leads naturally to questions about the combination of effects, especially in contexts of pronounced feedback when χ is small. Accordingly, the second half of our discussion (section 4) is devoted to assessing how super-Gaussian phenomena impact on the well known field-generating thermal instability [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In fact, this half affords us the opportunity to further more general understanding of the instability, both in terms of quantitative prediction (by providing peak growth-rate expressions currently absent from the literature) and physical interpretation.
It should be recognized that the possibility of isothermal, density-gradient driven heat-flow q n ∝ ∇n e has previously been considered by Zhu and Gu [21] and Huo et al [22] ; however, these authors restricted their attentions to unmagnetized conditions, and employed mainly analytical approaches. Here we extend understanding of the novel q n phenomenon to magnetized plasmas, showing for the first time how it can lead to advection of magnetic fields as anomalous Nernst (see sections 2.2.3 and 3), and interpret its emergence physically (see section 3.3). Indeed, our numerical calculations (section 3) complement both the present analytical work and those of earlier studies [21, 22 ], since we: (i) verify dynamics arising from the super-Gaussian transport equations (4) and (5) in a 'first principles' fashion; and (ii) demonstrate their robustness given f 0 deviations from the exact super-Gaussian form f SG due to collisional relaxation (m → 2) and non-locality.
Super-Gaussian modifications to classical transport theory
In the following two subsections we describe new magnetized transport effects arising from the super-Gaussian coefficients φ c and γ c , and in doing so necessarily review some traditional phenomena. Before proceeding, however, note that in magnetized plasmas the B-field provides a unique direction of reference, and throughout our discussion it shall prove convenient to split transport into components parallel and perpendicular to field lines. In particular, if we consider a field unit vector b = B/|B| and a vector s in the direction of the driving force behind the transport (e.g. s = ∇T e for the thermal conductivity κ c ), then for a general transport coefficient η we can form an orthogonal basis characterized by three functions η ⊥ (χ, m), η ∧ (χ, m) and η (m) = η ⊥ (0, m), such that η · s = η b(b · s) + η ⊥ b × (s × b) + η ∧ b × s (see figure 2) , where in the case of the resistivity α c convention dictates that the final term has opposite polarity (i.e. s → j, η ∧ → −η ∧ and η → α). However, for added ease when illustrating phenomena, we shall assume a geometry in which gradients and fluxes are taken to be perpendicular to the magnetic field B, that is, for scalar quantities φ and vector quantities A we have B · ∇φ = B · A = 0. In this case, the coefficient components may be simplified to
Note that when χ = 0 one may write η = η I, hence the notation in table 1. 
Super-Gaussian effects in the thermal energy equation
A useful approach to thinking about the φ c coefficient is to expand equation (5) using
∇ P e = n e ∇T e + T e ∇n e , such that q = −
e m e φ c · ∇n e , and then to consider its contribution to the energy equation, i.e.
where the terms E · j andU L describe the rate-of-change of thermal energy U = 3 2 n e T e due to Ohmic heating and laser heating respectively, and we have neglected hydrodynamical effects so that ∂n e /∂t = 0. Two consequences immediately present themselves which we consider below: firstly, modifications κ c → κ c + φ c to the conductive heat-flow q κ ∝ −∇T e and its associated phenomena; and secondly, the introduction of a new heat-flow term q φ ∝ φ c · ∇n e , which has the perpendicular component q n ∝ φ ⊥ ∇n e .
Conductive heat-flow.
Though familiar in its basic un-magnetized form, the conductive heat-flow is a good place to begin our discussion, since in magnetized plasmas it gives rise to other less well known phenomena considered in section 2.2.1. In particular, in the presence of magnetic fields (and with reference to equation (6) ) this term may be separated into two components, viz.
are the diffusive and Righi-Leduc heat-flows respectively. The motivation behind the first of these names is understood by considering its impact on thermal evolution, indeed, retaining this term only in equation (7), and temporarily taking ∇n e = 0, we have and λ T = v T τ T is the thermal mean-free-path, i.e. a diffusion equation with thermal diffusion coefficient d T . The second heat-flow component, the Righi-Leduc heat-flow q ∧ , represents that part of the thermal flux deflected due to the Lorentz force acting on negatively charged electrons, and is thus perpendicular to both ∇T e and B. Because q ∧ ∝ b × ∇T e transports heat along isotherms, its impact on overall thermal evolution is often unclear; however, as we shall see in section 4, this term can be instrumental in driving instability [18, 24, 25, 29, 30] .
In classical transport theory, with super-Gaussian power m = 2, neither q ⊥ nor q ∧ contain components arising from φ c (because φ Indeed, doing so we find that super-Gaussian effects lead to reduction of thermal diffusion and the Righi-Leduc heat-flow by as much as ∼80 and ∼90% respectively (see figure 3 and table 1). Physically this corresponds to super-Gaussian broadening of the distribution function and the fact that heat-flow in laser plasmas is dominated by comparatively small numbers of high energy electrons travelling at ∼3-4v T [31, 32] . By preferentially heating slower, more collisional electrons, IB results in a relative reduction in the number of high-energy electrons in the tail of the distribution (see figure 1 ) and a consequent lowering in the overall energy-flux compared to classical transport (m = 2) for otherwise equivalent conditions.
Heat-flow up density gradients.
Mathematically, one of the reasons why the conductive heat-flow is so heavily suppressed by IB super-Gaussian distortions is that while the components of κ c are positive, those in φ c are negative (see, for example, table 1; though plots of all the coefficients are given by Ridgers et al [14] ). Curiously, this means that the φ c ⊥ coefficient can lead to a heat-flow q n in the direction of ∇n e :
while φ ∧ naturally yields a cross gradient component in b × ∇n e (see equation (6) ). The link between this new heat-flow effect and the underlying super-Gaussian distribution f SG (m) will be discussed further in section 3.3, and for the time being it is sufficient to note that the absence of φ c in classical transport theory corresponds to exact cancellation of fluxing terms arising from the distribution function when m = 2, i.e. given Gaussian f 0 (see, for example, Kruer [32] ). Though a directly intuitive insight into the meaning of heat-flow up density gradients would be ideal, we shall see in section 2.2.3 that even without this knowledge q n provides an interpretation for a new isothermal super-Gaussian advection phenomenon in the direction of increasing density.
Super-Gaussian effects in the induction equation
Proceeding along similar lines to those in section 2.1, the consequences of the γ c coefficient may be considered by looking at its contribution to the induction equation, itself found after substituting equation (4) into Faraday's Law ∇ × E = −∂B/∂t, that is,
where we have used ∇ P e = n e ∇T e + T e ∇n e . As in section 2. (11) is the cross field term in b × ∇T e (see equation (6) ), since it is this part which describes advection of the magnetic field by the Nernst effect [33] . Indeed, retaining just this term we obtain the advection equation [18] 
λ T = v T τ T is the thermal mean-free-path, and the implied expression follows from our geometric considerations in a Cartesian coordinate system with B = Bẑ and B = |B|. Here v N is the Nernst advection velocity (cf reference [33] ) which carries the magnetic field down temperature gradients (in the direction −∇T e ) and that we have chosen to define in terms of a Nernst advection coefficient a N [18] . The 'old' β c ∧ coefficient is reduced in the super-Gaussian theory; however, because γ c ∧ is negative, the Nernst velocity is further suppressed by the new coefficient. Indeed, for the case where m = 5, when γ c ∧ is of a similar order to β c ∧ [14] , we see as much as a five-fold reduction in the Nernst velocity in the low χ limit (see figure 4 ). This reduction naturally follows from the physical interpretation of the Nernst effect as advection of the magnetic field with the diffusive heat-flow q ⊥ [20, 31, 33] , an inference made explicit by writing where q ⊥ / 3 2 P e is a characteristic velocity of energy flow (recall that 3 2 
n e T e is the energy density) and we have noted the approximate equality a N ≈ d T [18, 29] . Because the diffusive heat-flow is suppressed in the super-Gaussian transport theory, the Nernst effect is reduced by an almost identical amount (compare figures 3 and 4). firstly, suppression of the ∇T e × ∇n e field generation mechanism [34, 35] , a key source of magnetic field in laser-plasmas [3, 36, 37] ; and secondly, the introduction of a new field advection effect (see section 2.2.3). Retaining just this part we find
Suppression of magnetic field generation by the
(see equation (6)), so that by evaluating the first term on the right-hand side, and neglecting gradients in γ c ⊥ , we obtain a new expression for the ∇T e × ∇n e mechanism:
For m = 5 we have γ c ⊥ ∈ (0.7, 1.0] (see table 1 ), so that magnetic field generation can be suppressed by as much as ∼30% in the super-Gaussian theory [14] .
New isothermal 'anomalous
Nernst' advection effect. In a similar fashion to that described above, by taking the curl of the second term on the right-hand-side of equation (14) we arrive at the advection equation
where v γ = −a γ ∇n e n e and a γ = c B 2χ
is an advection coefficient [18] (cf equation (12)). Consequently, γ c ∧ is understood to introduce advection of the magnetic field with velocity v γ . This new advection phenomena is a direct isothermal analogue of the Nernst effect (see section 2.2.1) and, since
where the approximate equality follows from figure 4, may be interpreted as advection of magnetic field with the new density-gradient driven heat-flow q n (see equations (10) and (13)). Note that γ c ∧ is negative (again, see [14] ), so v γ ∝ ∇n e carries field into regions of higher density. Given its similarity to the Nernst effect, we shall refer to this advection phenomena as the anomalous Nernst effect, with a γ as the anomalous Nernst advection coefficient 7 .
Summary of super-Gaussian transport effects
In the previous sections we have seen that the super-Gaussian transport theory acts to suppress classical effects, especially in the case of strong IB for which m = 5, while simultaneously introducing new phenomena. These results are summarized as follows:
• Suppression of the diffusive heat-flow by up to ∼80%.
• Suppression of the Righi-Leduc heat-flow by up to ∼90%.
• Introduction of a new heat-flow term q n in the direction of increasing density ∇n e .
• Suppression of the Nernst effect by up to ∼80%.
• Suppression of the ∇T e × ∇n e source term by up to ∼30%.
• Introduction of an isothermal anomalous Nernst advection effect with q n ∝ ∇n e .
In all cases, classical transport effects are reduced most heavily in the limit χ → 0 (see figures 3 and 4). Note that while the comparisons presented in this section have been made in the Lorentz approximation (Z → ∞), it would be straightforward to repeat them after generalizing the theory to arbitrary Z (see section 5 and appendix C).
Kinetic study of the new transport effects
So far our discussion of super-Gaussian transport phenomena has been limited to a fluid perspective, and it is important that we also verify them in a 'first principles' fashion through kinetic analysis and simulation. Consequently, we now demonstrate that the new densitygradient driven heat-flow (section 2.1.2), and associated anomalous Nernst effect (section 2.2.3),
are in Bissell's notation the Ettingshausen velocity and Ettingshausen advection coefficient respectively [18] , while the skin-depth δ is defined in equation (28) . The Ettingshausen effect is naturally considered the reverse analogue of Nernst, with ψ ∧ (2) = β ∧ (2) in classical transport theory (m = 2).
appear in full blown kinetic simulations using our VFP code impact [23] (sections 3.1 and 3.2). A simplified kinetic analysis, to physically motivate the emergence of ∇n e driven heat-flux when m > 2, is also presented (section 3.3).
In essence, the VFP simulations detailed here follow a similar procedure to those of Ridgers et al [14] ; however, rather than fixing the isotropic part of the distribution function f 0 to an exact super-Gaussian f SG (see equation (1)), we allow f 0 to evolve dynamically at each point in space. Two approaches which respectively exclude (section 3.1) and include (section 3.2) continual IB heating shall be shown: in the first, we employ an artificial collision operator permitting selection of m ∈ [2, 5] , and let f 0 relax to a super-Gaussian f SG via electron-electron collisions; while in the second, we use Langdon's IB heating operator to distort the distribution function in the usual way, i.e. by preferentially transmitting energy to the more collisional, low velocity bulk of the distribution function [16] . Note that the former method corresponds most closely to the theoretical work in section 2, since the artificial electron-electron collisions tend to drive f 0 towards f SG exactly; for the later (heating) simulations, which use the real electron-electron collision operator, competition between IB distortion (forcing 2 m 5), collisional relaxation (m → 2), and spatial transport in the tail of the distribution (m → 2), means that taking f 0 to be super-Gaussian f SG is more approximate [14, 40] .
Indeed, non-local transport is expected to distort the distribution function from an exact super-Gaussian in both sets of simulations. Fortunately, however, one expects f 0 ≈ f SG under highly collisional conditions, and the VFP simulations should recover super-Gaussian transport in this limit (or classical transport if m = 2). For characteristic length-scales l φ , given in three-dimensions by |l φ | = |φ|/|∇φ|, where φ ∈ {T e , n e , B} (cf equation (29)), and for typical collisional transport time-scales τ C T , the highly collisional limit is defined by the strong inequalities λ T |l φ | and τ T τ C T ; for periodic perturbations with wave-number k, one also requires kλ T 1.
Super-Gaussian transport in idealized Vlasov-Fokker-Planck simulation
Our first set of impact simulations, designed to verify the emergence of new transport effects from the underlying kinetic dynamics, involve relaxing the isotropic part of the distribution function f 0 to a super-Gaussian via an artificial electron-electron collision operator [∂ f 0 /∂t] C (m) with selectable index m. The theoretical implementation of this operator is discussed in appendix A; here it suffices to say that if impact is initialized with some arbitrary distribution, e.g. the classical Gaussian form f 0 (t = 0) = f SG (2), and if the generalized electron-electron collision operator is set to some super-Gaussian index m, then collisional relaxation will drive f 0 : f SG (2) → f SG (m). We refer to this set of calculations as idealized VFP kinetic simulations (figures 5 and 6).
Simulation details.
The specific one-dimensional verification simulations were based on x-directed perturbation calculations, with atomic number Z = 10, background density n 0 , and initial uniform temperature T 0 chosen such that the initial thermal velocity v 0 and plasma frequency ω pe (defined in equation (28)) gave v 0 /c = 1/10 and ω pe = 100/τ 0 respectively, where c is the speed of light in vacuo and τ 0 = τ T (T 0 , n 0 ) is the initial thermal collision time.
(These values correspond to typical conditions of hot plasma, at or below critical density, during intense nanosecond duration laser-plasma interactions, see appendix B.) In this way, we studied the new transport effects on a system of length L x = 1000λ 0 (where λ 0 = v 0 τ 0 ) as they arose from a harmonic density modulation n 0 = n e + δn e , with 10% perturbation δn e (x) = −0.1n 0 cos(2π x/L x ). In an attempt to minimize numerical errors, these simulations employed a relatively detailed velocity resolution v = v 0 /40 (i.e. a velocity domain v ∈ [0, 6v 0 ] gridded by n v = 240 cells), a small time-step t = 0.2τ 0 , and a uniform spatial grid of n x = 160 cells.
To compare super-Gaussian transport effects (m > 2) with classical results (m = 2), the distribution function was initialized at either m = 2 or 5 throughout the domain, and an identical index used in our artificial collision operator [∂ f 0 /∂t] C (m); in this way the isotropic part of the distribution function f 0 was (broadly speaking) 'clamped' at its initial super-Gaussian power as the system evolved (see appendix A.1). Both unmagnetized and magnetized conditions were considered; for the latter, B = Bẑ was set to an initial value B = B z = B z0 = 10 −4 (m e /eτ 0 ), which corresponds to an initial Hall parameter χ 0 = 10 −4 c B ≈ 10 −4 , where c B = 3 √ π/4 as defined in section 1. Figure 5 (right) shows that heat q x does indeed flow up gradients in the harmonic density perturbation δn(x) when m = 5 (blue curves), as predicted in section 2.1.2, leading to a growing temperature perturbation in phase with δn e (x); these features are absent when impact is run with the classical (Gaussian) electron distribution function m = 2 (red curves). In fact due to numerical errors associated with the finite differencing, there is a slight numerical heat-flow q x when m = 2; however, this flux is very small, perturbing T e by only about 3 × 10 −3 % at t = 10 000τ 0 , and is negligible when compared to the physical effect shown for m = 5, which modulates the temperature by about 1% over the same period (see figure 5 , left). A comparison of the electric field E x for m = 2 and 5 just after t = 0 (at t = τ 0 ) is also shown (figure 5, right). Note that while the results depicted in figure 5 are for an unmagnetized (m e /eτ 0 ). Left: evolution of the magnetic field B = B z (x). Times shown are t = 100, 1000 and 5000τ 0 (dash-dotted, dashed and solid, respectively). Right: magnetic induction ∂B z /∂t = −∇ × E at t = 5000τ 0 as predicted by both simulation (black), and the super-Gaussian theory (red), where the curves describe temporal evolution of B due to: (i) anomalous Nernst v γ ∝ ∇n e (dashed); (ii) conventional Nernst v N ∝ −∇T e (dash-dotted); and (iii) all terms in Ohm's law, i.e. equation (4) (solid). Theoretical values are calculated from Ohm's law (equation (4)) using instantaneous T e (x), n e (x) and χ (x) simulation profiles, and polynomial fits to the super-Gaussian transport coefficients given by Ridgers et al [14] . The idealized VFP calculations suggest that T e (x) is exponentially relaxing to steadystate, despite persistent q n heat-flux; though such an effect is not obvious from the 100 00τ 0 simulations shown here because their duration is comparable to only a single e-folding time. Nevertheless, one can follow the temporal evolution of the thermal profile further by initializing impact with coarser resolution, and in this case the system does appear to approach a steadystate (∂ T e /∂t = 0), with matched-but opposing-diffusive (q ⊥ ) and density-gradient driven (q n ) heat-flows.
Results.
When a magnetic field is added to the system, the density-gradient driven heat-flow leads to advection of the magnetic field via the anomalous Nernst effect described theoretically in section 2.2.3 (figure 6, left-hand plot). Indeed, at t = 5000τ 0 , when the anomalous Nernst effect dominates field transport, the temporal evolution of B = B z measured from impact compares well (to within approximately 1%) with that predicted by the super-Gaussian theory. Modulation of the thermal profile δT e (x) by q n inevitably gives rise to some conventional v N ∝ −∇T e Nernst advection which partially counteracts the density-gradient driven advection with v γ ∝ ∇n e . However, at earlier times before δT e develops, anomalous Nernst dominates heavily, and is therefore chiefly responsible for the periodic field evolution shown here; all other induction Demonstration of super-Gaussian transport effects as a plasma with (static) 10% modulated density δn e (x) = −0.1n 0 cos(2π x/L x ), and initially uniform magnetic field B = B z0 = 10 −3 (m e /eτ 0 ), is subject to IB heating. Here the IB heating intensity corresponds to the 'strong' case of v osc. /v 0 = 1/ √ 2. Left: evolution of the magnetic field B = B z (x) due to the dominance of anomalous Nernst advection over conventional Nernst (note how the field is carried into the hotter region, see right). Right: evolution of T e (x) due to both the density dependence of IB heating, and the novel heat-flow q n ∝ ∇n e . Times shown are t = 0, 500, 2500 and 5000τ 0 (black-solid, green-dash-dotted, red-dashed, and blue-solid, respectively).
sources (see equation (11) ) either vanish upon taking the curl, or are negligible. Indeed, the close agreement between the numerically determined ∂B z /∂t, and our theoretical calculations (figure 6, right-hand plot), serves to verify that the new ∇n e driven phenomena predicted in section 2 are correct when m is fixed, at least to first-order in λ T /|l n | and λ T /|l T |, where the impact simulations are expected to be valid.
Super-Gaussian transport arising from inverse bremsstrahlung heating
Our second set of simulations demonstrate both density-gradient driven heat-flow q n , and associated anomalous Nernst advection, in the more realistic situation of a plasma subject to IB heating (figures 7 and 8). In this case the electron distribution function is distorted towards a super-Gaussian by the heating mechanism itself [16] (see appendix A.2), so the real electron-electron collision operator, which relaxes f 0 to a Gaussian, i.e. f 0 → f SG (2), is used throughout. Unlike the simulations described in section 3.1, therefore, this second set does not rely on unphysical assumptions; moreover, they allow for distortion to f 0 due to non-local transport (if present) arising from super-thermal electrons with very long mean-free-paths and thermalization times.
Simulation details.
The one-dimensional IB heating simulations were initialized as above (section 3.1.1), that is, with atomic number Z = 10, uniform temperature T 0 , and a 10% harmonic density modulation δn e (x) = −0.1n 0 cos(2πx/L x ), such that v 0 /c = 1/10 and ω pe τ 0 = 100. In this case, however, slightly stronger magnetization was considered, and ≈ 10 −3 . Furthermore, the different numerical demands for the heating runs meant that this time we adopted a periodic system of length L x = 200λ 0 , and spatial, temporal, and velocity resolutions n x = 80, t = 0.2τ 0 , and n v = 120 respectively, with velocity domain v ∈ [0, 6v 0 ]. Note that because impact's Langdon IB heating operator distorts f 0 towards a super-Gaussian in a physically consistent fashion [16] (see equation (A.6), appendix A.2)), the electron distribution function was initialized with m = 2 throughout.
For comparison of super-Gaussian phenomena under different laser intensities, two sets of heating runs were considered: a 'weak' case with v osc. /v 0 = 1/ √ 200; and a 'strong' case for which v osc. /v 0 = 1/ √ 2. In both instances the quiver velocity v osc. of equation (3) was set to be spatially uniform, and the heating phased in at time t = 50τ 0 using a throttling function [1 + tanh(t/τ w )]/2 with width τ w = 5τ 0 .
Results.
During 'strong' IB heating with v osc. /v 0 = 1/ √ 2, magnetic field is pushed from the density troughs towards the density peaks due to the anomalous Nernst effect, while the overall plasma temperature rises (figure 7). As expected from the IB heating rate (∂ T e /∂t) IB for the Gaussian index m = 2, that is,
(see appendix A.2), the temperature initially rises rapidly, but then heating slows down due to its dependence on the collision time τ T ∝ T 3/2 /n e . Notice from the right-hand plot in figure 7 , that a temperature perturbation T e (x) develops during heating in phase with the density perturbation: this is partly caused by the IB heating density dependence (∂ T e /∂t) IB ∝ n e , but also results from the new density-gradient driven q n ∝ ∇n e shown for t = 500τ T in figure 8 (top,  black-solid curve) . Indeed, the total heat-flux q x , which peaks at about 0.05% of the local freestreaming value q fs0 =
3/2 , is flowing against the temperature gradient, so must be dominated by q n at this time. Figure 8 also depicts T e (x), B z (x), and q x (x) for the 'weak' IB heating simulation where v osc. /v 0 is 10 times smaller (equivalent to a 100 times weaker laser irradiance I λ 2 , see equation (3)). In this case, heat-flow is directed down the temperature gradient, and the source of the temperature perturbation arises almost solely from the density dependence of IB heating, with q ⊥ ∝ −∇T e dominated heat-flow acting to diffuse the perturbation (see section 2.1.1). As expected, this difference in the dominant heat-flow mechanism is reflected in the transport of magnetic field: for weak IB heating, conventional Nernst advection with velocity v N ∝ −∇T e (see equation (12)) compresses field in the temperature trough; conversely, for strong IB heating, anomalous Nernst advection with velocity v γ ∝ ∇n e (see equation (16)) carries field up the density gradient, producing a perturbation in anti-phase to the weak heating case (see figure 8) .
It is instructive to consider the super-Gaussian m indices arising in these simulations using comparable zero-dimension (n x = 1) heating-runs, and by choosing electron number densities to match the one-dimensional density perturbation peak (n e = 1.1n 0 ) and trough (n e = 0.9n 0 ). For strong IB heating and n e = 0.9n 0 , this calculation gives m ≈ 3.9, 3.6 and 3.3, at times t = 100, 200 and 500τ 0 respectively; while for higher density n e = 1.1n 0 , which heats faster, but has slightly lower v osc. /v T , the super-Gaussian index m takes marginally smaller values at corresponding times (e.g. m ≈ 3.2 at t = 500τ 0 ). In the weak-heating case, m ≈ 2.2 at t = 500τ 0 . 8 The lack of observable anomalous Nernst and density-gradient driven heat-flow for m ≈ 2.2, contrasting with their definite presence at m > 3, suggests that there may be a sharp threshold value for m above which these phenomena suddenly 'switch on'.
Finally, notice that while our calculations permit non-local distortion of f 0 , the density gradient driven heat-flow and anomalous Nernst effect nonetheless dominate for strong IB heating. Though non-local distortion to f 0 has not been quantified here, the perturbation wavelength is easily small enough at later times (i.e. L x /λ T ∼ 200[T 0 /T e (t)]
2 ) for nonlocal transport to occur. This suggests that super-Gaussian phenomena are robust for density perturbations up to the 10% level subject to relatively uniform heating; further work is needed to assess other configurations and conditions.
Kinetic picture of density-gradient driven heat flow
Having considered the new phenomena numerically, we now present a simplified kinetic analysis to explain how heat-flow can arise from density gradients in otherwise isothermal plasmas, when the electron distribution function has a super-Gaussian form with m = 2. For simplicity, we neglect the effect of magnetic fields here, assert uniform super-Gaussian index m, and-as in our numerical study-restrict our analysis to a one-dimensional system in x. Assuming static ions, such that ∂n e /∂t = 0, we thus explore the new effects for some fixed, arbitrary density gradient ∇n e = 0.
For the isothermal, one-dimensional conditions considered, pressure gradients ∇ P e = T e ∇n e associated with ∇n e can only be maintained provided there exist some electric field E ∝ −∇ P e /n e ∝ −T e ∇ log n e to prevent diffusion of electrons (from high to low density) and subsequent concentration of charge. Indeed, it is this field which ensures a vanishing current j = 0, and the preservation of quasi-neutrality (we require j = 0 to maintain global ∇ · j = 0 since currents cannot circulate in one dimension). When m = 2, such a scenario cannot yield a heat-flow [32] ; however, when m = 2, differences in the way that 'fast' and 'slow' electrons respond to each of the forcing terms-the density gradient and the electric field-can give rise to thermal transport. In fact, it is this disparity of response by electrons in different parts of the distribution function that lies at the heart of ∇n e driven heat-flow, as we now demonstrate.
We begin our analysis in the usual way by expanding the electron distribution function f (v, r, t) in terms of isotropic f (r, v, t) and anisotropic f 1 (r, v, t) components, such that f = f 0 + f 1 · v/v [38, 39] . Here f 0 is the part approximated by f SG in the super-Gaussian transport theory [14] , while f 1 represents the first-order flux of electrons, and discriminates the contributions of different energy (speed v) groups to the net electron flux. In this way, f 0 accounts for bulk scalar quantities φ(v) associated with the velocity average φ = 2 dv (such as the electron current j and heat-flow q) [38, 39] . In the Lorentz approximation (i.e. relative dominance of electron-ion angular scattering) with no magnetic field (B = 0), f 1 satisfies the (expanded VFP) f 1 -equation
where ν ei = [(e 2 / o m e ) 2 /4π ]Z 2 n i log ei is the velocity independent part of the electron-ion collisional scattering frequency ν ei (v) = ν ei /v 3 (cf appendix A). For our stated assumptions (∇T e = 0 and ∇n e = 0) the super-Gaussian distribution yields
where f SG = f SG /n e , so that by equation (19) 
where ν ei = ν ei /n e is the angular scattering frequency with both density and velocity dependence removed, and E x is the x-component of E. Equation (20) has the form
where
are coefficients describing velocity dependent collisional diffusion and velocity dependent (electrical) mobility respectively. The crux of the density-gradient driven heat-flow lies with the different v-dependencies of D and µ . For the usual Gaussian distribution, where m = 2, both D ∝ v 4 and µ ∝ v 4 , so that by the zero current condition (with j x as the x-component j), i.e.
the identical velocity dependence of D and µ implies that f x must vanish for all v. In particular, since the integrand given by equation (21) has the same sign for all v when m = 2, it can never contrive to integrate up to zero unless f x = 0, a condition which holds provided eE x = −T e ∇ log n e . Hence, with no finite flux f x , isothermal, density-gradient driven heat-flow is prohibited when m = 2. For m > 2 the velocity power for mobility µ (i.e. m + 2 > 4) is greater than the power for diffusion D (i.e. 4), which means that high speed electrons in the tail of the distribution respond more to the electric field E x than to collisional, diffusive forces down the density gradient 9 . Conversely, slow electrons, in the body of the distribution function near v = 0, preferentially move under the action of collisional diffusion. So the overall situation is of a flux of 'cold' electrons down the density gradient, balanced by a flux of 'hot' return electrons drawn by the electric field in the direction −E (i.e. up the density gradient, see equation (24) below). Thus, although the fluxes of cold-diffusion and hot-return electrons exactly balance (and therefore satisfy j x = 0), the hot electrons carry more thermal energy ∝ v 2 , leading to a net energy flux q x = q n ∝ ∂n e /∂ x (as predicted from our fluid description in section 2.1.2 where we had q n ∝ ∇n e ).
Note that this situation is opposite to what happens in the classical case (m = 2) when there is a temperature gradient (∇T e = 0) and uniform density (∇n e = 0). Under these conditions the diffusive flux comprises hotter electrons than the return flux. Indeed, since E = −∇T /e for uniform density, we have that f 1 is anti-parallel to ∇T for v 2 > (5/2)v 2 T and parallel when v 2 < (5/2)v 2 T , i.e.
In fact, for our original isothermal conditions, with m = 2, ∇T e = 0 and ∇n e = 0, one can calculate both the E-field needed to yield zero-current, and the threshold speed separating the cold-diffusive and hot-return fluxes. The electric field turns out to satisfy
f SG (m)v p+2 dv is a general velocity (magnitude) moment of the superGaussian distribution function for integer p, and is related to the Gamma function˜ (x) (see equation (1)) via
This means that equation (21) can be expressed in the form
where D a (v) is an ambipolar diffusion coefficient for electrons of speed v. Hence, by inspecting the square brackets above, we can define a threshold velocity v cr for the transition from collisional-diffusion dominated to E-field dominated electron motion, viz.
For electron velocities v > v cr the square-bracketed term in equation (26) 
Inverse bremsstrahlung and the field-generating thermal instability
Our earlier summary in section 2.3 emphasizes the particular relevance of super-Gaussian transport theory when magnetic fields are weak (low χ), suggesting that it may have important consequences for the seeding and evolution of magnetic fields in otherwise unmagnetized conditions. For this reason, the following subsections are devoted to examining the consequences of the theory for the field-generating thermal instability mentioned in the introduction [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ; a context in which the Righi-Leduc heat-flow and the ∇T e × ∇n e field generation mechanism-both suppressed by IB-are essential. Indeed, because the equations of super-Gaussian transport predict a reduction in magnitude of effects responsible for both the growth and damping of unstable waves, such an analysis is particularly useful as a means of assessing the combined impact of the theory.
Perturbation analysis
In its basic form, for which hydrodynamical effects are neglected (∂n e /∂t = 0), the fieldgenerating thermal instability is governed by the energy continuity equation (7) and the induction equation (11) . Indeed, when combined with Ampére's law ∇ × B = µ 0 j, Ohm's law (equation (4)), and the heat-flow equation (5), these equations provide a complete description of the temporal variation in the principal quantities T e and B. Note, however, that for most laser-plasmas of interest we can assume (28) are the collisionless-skin-depth and plasma frequency respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuo, so that nonlinear first-order Ohmic heating terms arising E · j can be neglected [18] . For the perturbation analysis we suppose initially unmagnetized conditions: hence, the zeroth-order flux density is B = 0 and for a general transport coefficient η the zeroth-order component of η ⊥ is given by η ⊥ = η (see section 2) [11] [12] [13] . In addition, we assert zeroth-order solutions for the temperature and number density T 0 ≡ T 0 (x, t) and n 0 ≡ n 0 (x) respectively, so that gradients in these quantities are along the x-axis of the system only. Consequently, providing we assume a laser heating profile parallel to the x-axis of the system, i.e.U L ≡U L (x), we can define zeroth-order temperature and density length-scales l T and l n such that
To the zeroth-order solutions we add wavelike perturbations with wavenumber k, frequency γ , and periodicity ∝ (iky + γ t), that is,
where δT and δ B are complex, and |δT |/T 0 1. Hence, after substituting these perturbed forms into the energy and induction equations, assuming the local conditions |kl T,n | 1 and
T,n , subtracting the zeroth-order solutions, and solving the resultant quadratic in k, we obtain the first-order dispersion relation [18] 
where N is an advection term defined in equation (33), and we have made use of an additional set of dimensionless quantities given by
with super-Gaussian transformations κ = κ c + φ c and κ
Notice here that D T and D R represent the dimensionless thermal and resistive diffusion coefficients respectively [29] , while λ T is the zeroth-order thermal mean-free-path and τ T is the zeroth-order collision time. The 'field-generating source term' K 2 G arises from coupling between the energy and induction equations, as described by the terms C E and C I respectively: C E due to the Righi-Leduc and φ c ∧ heat-flows, and C I due to field generation by ∇δT × ∇n 0 (see figure 9) . Finally, the advection term N accounts for both the conventional Nernst effect (see section 2.2.1), and the new isothermal 'anomalous Nernst' effect described in section 2.2.3; with β
) Figure 9 . In the basic version of the field-generating thermal instability a temperature perturbation δT (y) (red line) generates a magnetic field δ B(y) (blue arrows, dotted line) by the ∇δT × ∇n 0 mechanism. Since the Righi-Leduc heat-flow from the bulk temperature gradient (purple arrows) is given by q y = −κ ∧ (∂ T 0 /∂ x)(δ B/|δ B|), the alternating direction of δ B(y) periodically reverses q y which then magnifies δT (y) [18, 24, 25] . As described in equation (34), lateral transport of the field by terms in N can enhance this mechanism when advection is compressive (N > 0), but contributes to damping when rarefactive (N < 0).
Note that if we set the super-Gaussian power to m = 2, then we recover the dispersion relation derived by Hirao and Ogasawara [28] , which itself reduces to that of Tidman and Shanny if N = 0 [24] . What we have called the field-generating source term K 2 G therefore corresponds to instability arising from Tidman and Shanny's original mechanism [24, 25] (which we narrate in figure 9 ), while the advection term N can enhance instability by laterally compressing the magnetic field as a result of differential advection along bulk gradients. More formally, if the positive root is taken in equation (31) , then instability prevails with growth-rate (K ) for those values of K obeying
where K c is the cut-off wave-number. Notice that since K has been assumed real, if N 0, then we require K [18] ; however, instability is still possible in this case whenever the advection term provides sufficient compression (N > 0) of the perturbation [28] .
Peak growth-rates and interpretation of the advection mechanism
In addition to a cut-off wave-number, exact expressions may be found for both the peak wavenumber K M and growth-rate M = (K M ) by solving (∂ /∂ K )| K M = 0 and then substituting for K M in the dispersion relation. In this way we find [18] 
where the peak growth-rate M is given by
The seemingly unphysical possibility of a peak wave-number K M = 0 reflects a rather curious feature of the dispersion relation: it ostensibly predicts unconditional instability with growth-rate = N in the limit K → 0. Since such a limit clearly violates the local approximation K c L T,n 1, it implies an irregularity to the advection term which needs attention. As we saw in the previous subsection, when K 2 G 0, lateral compression of the field is the sole mechanism by which the amplitude of the perturbation may be increased: since this compressive 'source' is lateral it is also independent on wave-number. Both negative feedback and diffusive damping are minimized at low K , so that amplification of the perturbation is maximized as K → 0. This is an important aspect of the term in N because it tells us that advection does not contribute to instability in the usual way; it is simply a feature of advection that it can lead to exponential compression or rarefaction of the local magnetic field. Indeed, it is notable that in the dispersion relation (equation (31)) N does not contribute to coupling between the energy equation and induction equation in the same way as C E and C I , and so does not form part of a feedback loop. For this reason, even though it can enhance the impact of the traditional field-generating mechanism, it is perhaps inappropriate to refer to advection as actually driving instability proper [18] 10 .
Discussion
As a preliminary means of estimating the impact of super-Gaussian transport on actual instability growth-rates, we now evaluate M based on conditions found near to the wall of an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) hohlraum. This is an appropriate context for two reasons: firstly, the laser irradiation is of an intensity ∼ 2 × 10 15 W cm −2 [2] , for which IB is the main heating mechanism; and secondly, the high atomic number of gold ablating from the wall (Z = 79) makes the Lorentz approximation used to calculate the transport coefficients a good assumption [14] . Before proceeding, however, note that for most laser-plasma interactions of interest we can assume 1 (see equation (28)), in which case the peak growth-rates in equation (36) may be reduced to [18] 
Indeed, this simplified expression provides a convenient method for estimating growthrates, and reduces the dimensionality of the problem to three length-scale coefficients b, a and λ n defined by [18] 
10 It is something of a moot point whether or not consistent application of the local approximation should exclude N from the first-order dispersion relation at the outset [18] . Nevertheless, since Hirao and Ogasawara [28] keep an advection term in their relation, we shall retain ours. Temperature and density profiles along the ray-path of an outer hohlraum heating beam are given in [2] , and using these data it is possible to estimate the length-scales close to the hohlraum wall: avoiding stationary points, typical values are a ∈ [−1, 1] and b ∈ [−1, 3], with l n /λ n ≈ 2 [18] . Peak growth-rates evaluated in this range are given in figure 10 (using the dimensional lower-case notation γ M = M /τ T and l T = L T λ T ) from which, with a = 0, b = 1 and m = 2, we find
For the near-wall conditions described, where T e ∼ 4.5 keV, n e ∼ 10 21 cm −3 , λ T ∼ 10 µm, τ T ∼ 0.25 ps and l T ∼ 3 mm, this equation predicts γ M ∼ 0.45 ns −1 , suggesting that the fieldgenerating thermal instability can undergo over six e-foldings during a 13.5 ns ignition pulse [2] . However, combining the normalized quiver velocity formula (equation (3)) with the formula for m (equation (2)), and using appropriate values for the laser intensity and wavelength of I l ∼ 2 × 10 15 W cm −2 and λ l = 351 nm respectively [2] , we find that the super-Gaussian power near the hohlraum wall is m ∼ 3, meaning our estimates should be compared with others based on larger values of m.
11
The ratio of peak growth-rates γ M (m = 3)/γ M (m = 2) is plotted in figure 11 (top), a comparison indicating reduction in the field-generating thermal instability growth-rate by more than ∼60% when super-Gaussian transport theory is employed as the basis description. Combining this result with our calculation from the previous paragraph, we find that the growthrate for the m = 3 case when b = 1 and a = 0 is γ M ∼ 0.2 ns −1 . Over a 13.5 ns time-scale we 11 The estimates in this paragraph have been made using the formulae given in appendix B, and assuming the following parameters: n e ∼ 10 21 cm −3 , T e ∼ 4-5 keV, Z ∼ 79 and log ei ∼ 6. thus expect the instability to undergo less than two-and-a-half e-foldings, rendering questionable its significance for the hohlraum conditions described; for example, the reduced number of efoldings corresponds in principle to only 3% of the growth in perturbation amplitude relative to the classical transport case (e 2.5 /e 6 ≈ 0.03). Increasing the strength of IB heating may therefore help to quench the production of magnetic field in ICF fusion schemes.
Indeed, as shown in figure 10 , super-Gaussian effects reduce the impact of the instability in two ways: firstly, they suppress the absolute growth-rate; and secondly, they restrict the range of b over which the instability remains active. Naturally, the overall reduction in the growth-rate is a consequence of the way in which transport terms are suppressed in the superGaussian theory, as we discussed in section 2. 
This result is consistent with the observation that even greater suppression of the instability ( 80%) can be achieved for further increases to the strength of IB heating, i.e. m → 5 (see figure 11 , bottom). Note that there is no upper limit b max. for positive values of K 2 G when classical transport conditions apply (m = 2).
It should be observed, however, that ablation from the wall is also likely to impact on the growth of perturbations, and may help to stabilize the instability (by convecting material from the region of field generation), or even-under some conditions-enhance it (in a fashion similar to the Nernst compression described in section 4.2). Ideally, these potential losses (or gains) should be accounted for when making future estimates.
Conclusions
This article has been concerned with furthering understanding of super-Gaussian transport theory [14] : a version of classical transport theory [11] [12] [13] valid under conditions for which strong IB heating distorts the electron distribution function to a super-Gaussian, i.e.
m ), where m ∈ [2, 5] and α e is a function of m. Broadly speaking, our discussion has been divided along two themes: firstly, super-Gaussian modifications to classical transport; and secondly, IB quenching of the field-generating thermal instability [24, 25] .
In the first part (section 2) we showed that the 'new' super-Gaussian coefficients resulting from IB (those absent in the equations of classical transport) both substantially suppress traditional transport effects, and give rise to new phenomena: features which we motivated physically in terms of the underlying distribution function. In particular, we demonstrated a reduction in the diffusive and Righi-Leduc heat-flows by as much as ∼80 and ∼90% respectively, a consequent lowering of the Nernst advection velocity in accordance with the diffusive heat-flow (∼80%), and suppression of the ∇T e × ∇n e magnetic field generation mechanism by up to 30%. The newly introduced phenomena both relate to density gradients: firstly, isothermal heat-flow q n ∝ ∇n e ; and secondly, an (associated) isothermal anomalous Nernst effect, which carries field with q n . Bulk advection may be very important for determining the saturation field following ∇T e × ∇n e generation and effective instability growth rates (due to spatial dissipation).
The strong suppression of thermal transport in the new theory is of particular significance, and may be especially pronounced during initial stages of heating when the ratio of the electron quiver velocity v osc. to the thermal velocity v T is greatest, i.e. when IB is strongest (v osc. /v T 1), and the super-Gaussian index m largest. One potential consequence of such reduction is enhanced formation of localized hotspots, which would impact on hydrodynamic forces due to the steepening of temperature gradients. Indeed, hotspots may be relevant to a number of experimental conditions, particularly direct drive ICF where the fuel ablator is heated directly by IB, and drive uniformity is of primary concern [43] . Isothermal effects predicted by our theory might also be important in this context, particularly in the coronal plasma just beyond critical density, where standard hydrodynamic modelling predicts density gradients, but a relatively uniform temperature. By advecting magnetic field via our anomalous Nernst effect, the new q n ∝ ∇n e heat-flow might be expected to contribute significantly to both thermal profiles and B-field evolution is this region.
However, it should be noted that the comparisons between classical and super-Gaussian theory made here are based on values for the coefficients calculated in the Lorentz approximation (Z → ∞), and should ideally be repeated for a range of Z . One method of doing this would be to incorporate electron-electron collisions in the derivation of the transport coefficients (see appendix C), and to recalculate them for different atomic numbers. Such an approach would be essentially identical to that of Epperlein and Haines [13] , who derived classical transport coefficients for Z = ∞ plasmas, but would use super-Gaussians for the underlying distribution function f 0 (see appendix C). In this way, the impact of the superGaussian theory could be assessed as we have done here for generalized values of Z . This kind of theoretical development warrants further examination, and is recommended as future work.
Having discussed the new super-Gaussian phenomena from a fluid perspective in section 2, we demonstrated their validity kinetically using our VFP code impact in section 3. Two scenarios were considered: in the first (section 3.1), we employed an artificial electron-electron collision operator (see appendix A.1) to artificially relax f 0 to a super-Gaussian of chosen power m; while in the second (section 3.2), we used the more realistic Langdon IB operator, which naturally forces f 0 → f SG [16] , to heat a density profile.
The origin of density-gradient driven heat-flow q n ∝ ∇n e for super-Gaussian distributions with m > 2 has been shown to arise from different velocity dependences in the collisional diffusion and electrical mobility coefficients, D and µ respectively, which drive electron fluxes (section 3.3). When m = 2, both coefficients scale as v 4 , which precludes overall energy transfer since the necessary electron flux would lead to a net electrical current (and violation of quasineutrality). If m = 2, then this complete cancellation is broken, and results in a diffusive flow of 'cold' electrons down the density gradient balanced by a return flux of 'hot' electrons drawn by the electric field, a configuration which yields net thermal transport in the direction ∇n e . This emergence of density driven heat-flow is in keeping with other non-intuitive phenomena exhibited by plasmas far from thermodynamic equilibrium (e.g. the heat-flow 'non-parallel' to −∇T e observed by Rickard et al [41] ). Recent papers addressing the kinetic analysis of unmagnetized plasmas with super-Gaussian distribution functions support our findings [22, 42] ; indeed, though these articles do not discuss the physical basis for such effects, they also demonstrate both heat-flow in the direction ∇n e [22] and suppressed thermal conduction along −∇T e [22, 42] .
Modifications to classical transport theory introduced by super-Gaussian distortions are most substantial at low Hall parameter (χ 10 −2 , see figures 3 and 4), implying that the theory is especially relevant to describing the generation and evolution of magnetic fields in otherwise unmagnetized plasmas. Consequently, in section 4 we examined the impact of superGaussian transport on the field-generating thermal instability, a context of pronounced feedback in which we expect combined effects to be most apparent [24, 25] . Initial estimates based on ICF hohlraum conditions [2] suggest that super-Gaussian distortion of the distribution function to m ∼ 3 can limit the range of instability and suppress growth-rates by more than ∼60% relative to the classical transport case (m = 2). Further estimates with super-Gaussian power m = 5 indicate suppression in excess of ∼80%; this is presumably good news for ICF fusion experiments, since by increasing the strength of IB heating it would appear possible to inhibit the spontaneous generation of large magnetic fields. However, these preliminary estimates could be improved in future studies by developing a more comprehensive analysis inclusive of potential convective effects.
Though hydrodynamical effects were neglected in our analysis, previous studies of the field-generating thermal instability suggest that plasma motion will not significantly alter the estimates given here, and that the fractional suppression of growth-rates will remain largely similar [27, 28] . However, the super-Gaussian transport equations assume ∇m = 0 in their present form, and require additional generalization if they are to be of more universal validity, and, indeed, possible augmentation with an hydrodynamic equation to determine the spatial evolution of m itself. Preliminary work based on hohlraum gas-fill conditions suggests that taking ∇m = 0 would have a negligible impact on the calculations given here [44] ; nevertheless, Huo et al [22] predict that m-gradients may be important deeper in the hohlraum ablation layer, and the extension of Ohm's law (equation (4)) and the heat-flow equation (equation (5)), to incorporate magnetized terms in ∇m, should therefore form part of future theoretical analyses. Further research is also necessary to better assess the impact of super-Gaussian effects arising from IB when compared to other kinetic phenomena, such as non-local heat-flow. Indeed, while ongoing studies suggest that phenomena associated with IB heating persist alongside mild non-local effects, and that super-Gaussian theory provides valuable supplementary insight when interpreting kinetic results, more work is needed to fully distinguish between the two [14, 18, 29] . both for consistency with the super-Gaussian Ohm's law of equation (4), and because in practice electron inertia tends to be unimportant unless time and length-scales are comparatively short (of order the Debye length 1 √ 2 (v T /ω pe ) and inverse plasma frequency 1/ω pe respectively). Our simulations in section 3 are based on exploiting the f 0 -equation, and we use it to drive the isotropic part of the distribution towards a super-Gaussian in two ways: firstly (section 3.1), via artificial collisional relaxation (employing a modified collision operator); and secondly (section 3.2), by more realistic continuous IB heating. For reference purposes, both of these processes are described in the following subsections.
A.1. Artificial distortion by generalized electron-electron collisions
For our verification simulations in section 3.1, the usual impact electron-electron collision operator [23] is modified to the form The numerical implementation of C l and D m,l is beyond the scope of this paper; for present purposes we simply observe that by using the generalized collision operator with a chosen superGaussian power m, impact does indeed relax to f SG (m) whilst perfectly conserving electron density, and with virtually perfect conservation of thermal energy. (Note: For the idealized VFP simulations described in section 3.1 we take l = 2 throughout.)
• Coulomb logarithm log ei ≈ 6.9 − log Z 10 + 3 2 log T e keV − 1 2 log n e 10 21 cm −3 .
(B.4)
• Ratio of mean-free-path λ T to collisionless skin-depth δ χ [14] , and it is these numerically obtained coefficients which form the basis of our comparative work in sections 2 and 4. It is worth noting that a more general super-Gaussian theory could be derived along similar lines to Epperlein and Haines's classical theory [13] by retaining electron-electron collisions in the f 1 -equation. In this way, the Lorentz approximation is avoided, and the super-Gaussian coefficients can be recalculated to more accurately describe transport at low atomic number Z . We recommend such a procedure as future work in section 5.
